English 3 Single-Subject Course Autumn 2017

Engelska 3 fristående kurs ht 2017

Course codes: 711G30 (711G31 & 711G23)

NB The literature has been ordered through Bokakademin in Kårallen. The books, etc. listed under “Course Literature” are compulsory reading.

Translation Studies (711G30 & 711G31)

Course Literature


Materials supplied by the Department.

Reference Literature

Translation Theory


Translation Practice


English Grammars


Quirk, Randolph; Greenbaum, Sidney; Leech, Geoffrey & Svartvik, Jan (1985) *A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language*. London: Longman


Miscellaneous Language Guides


Dictionaries

Printed Dictionaries

English–Swedish–English

*Norstedts stora engelsk-svenska ordbok* (1997 [or later]) Stockholm: Norstedts

*Norstedts stora svensk-engelska ordbok* (1997 [or later]) Stockholm: Norstedts

English–English


*or*


*or*


*or*


*or*

Online Dictionaries

**English–Swedish–English**


*Norstedts engelska ord* [online] available from <http://www.ord.se> [1 July 2017]

**English–English**


**Critical Engagements (711G30 & 711G31)**

**Course Literature**

**Literary Method & Theory**


**Literary Works**


Literary theory: Articles and extracts from books by critical theorists provided by the Department.

Reference Literature


Course Literature

Compendiums & handouts supplied by the Department.

Method and Theory


Language


Referencing
For literary theses


For language theses

Selected articles from academic language journals.

Reference Literature

Literature


Language
